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From Andy Cohen Books comes Bevy Smith's inspirational memoir—an irreverent
tale of how she tore her life down and started all over Not your typical candidate
for a midlife crisis, Bevy Smith had what seemed like a fantastic life and career.
As a fashion and beauty editor at Vibe, and then Rolling Stone, she traveled to
Paris six times a year for fashion shows and was seen at every hot spot. She
was a shopaholic with discounts at every store and a mighty roster of lovers. So it
came as quite a shock to her when one day, after a Mercedes had dropped her
off at her luxury Milan hotel, Bevy collapsed on the Frette sheets of her kingsized bed and sobbed. After that, she resigned from Rolling Stone and set out on
her own path, one that she carved from a tremendous amount of self-reflection
and, ultimately, clarity. Going from a $350K annual salary to about $35K would
have most running back to corporate America, but not Bevy. With renewed selfconfidence and acceptance, she embraced this season as one of the most
creative times of her life. In her signature lively and infectious voice, Bevy
provides her story as an example of how we too can manifest our biggest
dreams. From reclaiming her bold childhood nature and realizing she’d become
a Googleable star to envisioning where she’s headed next (Malibu Bevy, with
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natural hair, a huge charitable organization, and a midcentury house overlooking
the Pacific Ocean), Bevy shows how each of us can live our best lives with
honesty and joy in Bevelations.
Shortlisted for the 2019 Taste Canada Awards! From the writer and recipe
developer behind eat. live. travel. write comes a new cookbook for parents,
children and Francophiles of all ages. Forget the fuss and bring simple, delicious
French dishes to your home kitchen with Mardi Michels as your guide. Twice a
week during the school year, you'll find Mardi Michels--French teacher and the
well-known blogger behind eat. live. travel. write--directing up to a dozen children
in her school's science lab as they slice, dice, mix, knead and, most importantly,
taste. Whether they're learning to make an authentic ratatouille tian or tackling
quiche made with pastry from scratch, Mardi's students can accomplish just
about anything in the kitchen once they put their minds to it. In her first book,
Mardi shows that French food doesn't have to be complicated. The result is an
elegant, approachable cookbook featuring recipes tailored for young chefs and
their families. From savory dishes like Omelettes, Croque-Monsieurs or Steak
Frites to sweet treats like Profiteroles, Madeleines or Crème Brûlée, readers will
find many French classics here. With helpful timetables to plan out baking
projects, as well as tips on how to get kids involved in the cooking, this book
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breaks down any preconceived notion that French cuisine is too fancy or too
difficult for kids to master. With Mardi's warm, empowering and encouraging
instructions, kids of all ages will be begging to help out in the kitchen every day of
the week.
"It's not surprising that sooner or later I'd dive down the proverbial rabbit hole into
the world of vintage bass guitars."—Geddy Lee From Rush frontman Geddy Lee's
personal collection of vintage electric bass guitars, dating from the 1950s to the
1980s, comes the definitive volume on the subject. Geddy's love of the bass has
been nurtured over a lifetime spent in the limelight as one of the world's premier
rock bassists. For the past seven years, he's dedicated himself to studying the
history of the instrument that's been so essential to his career, collecting
hundreds of basses from around the globe. Written with arts journalist Daniel
Richler, gorgeously photographed in breathtaking detail by Richard Sibbald, and
with insight from Geddy’s trusted bass tech and curator, John "Skully" McIntosh,
Geddy Lee’s Big Beautiful Book of Bass profiles over 250 classic basses from
Geddy’s extensive collection. Representing every tone in the bass palette, every
nuance of the rock and roll genre as well as blues, jazz, pop, and country, this
one-of-a-kind collection features so-called "beauty queens"—pristine instruments
never lifted from their cases—as well as "road warriors"—well-worn, sweat-soaked
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basses that proudly show their age and use. Complete with personal
commentary from Geddy that showcases his knowledge both as a musician and
an aficionado, this luxuriously produced volume is a revelatory look at the heavy
hitters in the world of bass—Fender, Gibson/Epiphone, Rickenbacker, Höfner,
Ampeg—and lesser known but influential global luthiers such as Antonio Wandr
Pioli, Dan Armstrong, and Tony Zemaitis. The book also features interviews with
John Paul Jones (Led Zeppelin); Adam Clayton (U2); Robert Trujillo (Metallica);
Jeff Tweedy (Wilco); Bill Wyman (The Rolling Stones); Les Claypool (Primus);
Bob Daisley (Rainbow); Fender expert and owner of the legendary Gibson
Explorer, Bass Ken Collins; veteran guitar tech for The Who, Alan Rogan; plus
comments from many other great players across three decades of rock and roll.
Written in Geddy's singular voice, this book reveals the stories, songs, and
history behind the instruments of his inimitable collection. Complete with an index
and a graphically designed timeline of the history of the bass, as well as an upclose look at Geddy's basses on Rush's final R40 Tour, his stage and recording
gear from 1968 to 2017, and forewords by author and respected vintage expert,
Terry Foster, and Rush band member, Alex Lifeson, Geddy Lee's Big Beautiful
Book of Bass is the ultimate compendium for the consummate collector,
musician, Rush fan, and anyone who loves the bass guitar.
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A New York Times Notable Book | Lambda Literary Award Winner | Long-listed
for the PEN Open Book Award “Charles Blow is the James Baldwin of our age.”
— Washington Blade “[An] exquisite memoir . . . Delicately wrought and
arresting.” — New York Times Universally praised on its publication, Fire Shut Up
in My Bones is a pioneering journalist’s indelible coming-of-age tale. Charles M.
Blow’s mother was a fiercely driven woman with five sons, brass knuckles in her
glove box, and a job plucking poultry at a factory near their segregated Louisiana
town, where slavery's legacy felt close. When her philandering husband finally
pushed her over the edge, she fired a pistol at his fleeing back, missing every
shot, thanks to “love that blurred her vision and bent the barrel.” Charles was the
baby of the family, fiercely attached to his “do-right” mother. Until one day that
divided his life into Before and After—the day an older cousin took advantage of
the young boy. The story of how Charles escaped that world to become one of
America’s most innovative and respected public figures is a stirring, redemptive
journey that works its way into the deepest chambers of the heart. “Stunning . . .
Blow’s words grab hold of you . . . [and] lead you to a place of healing.” —
Essence “The memoir of the year.” — A. V. Club
Collects Marvel's Voices: Legacy (2021) #1, Black Panther (2016) #1, Moon Girl
and Devil Dinosaur (2015) #1, Black History Month variants; material from
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Marvel's Voices (2020) #1, Marvel's Voices (2020) #1 [New Printing], Black
Panther (2018) #23-25. Stories from the world outside your window, by diverse
creators who are making theirs Marvel - and making their voices heard! Inspired
by Marvel's acclaimed podcast series MARVEL'S VOICES, new and established
writers and artists share their unique perspectives on legendary characters including Black Panther, Storm, Blade, Ironheart, Luke Cage, Spectrum, Shuri,
Doctor Voodoo, Nick Fury and the Blue Marvel. It's a dizzying array of adventures
that will inspire and uplift! Plus: The opening chapter of Ta-Nehisi Coates'
revolutionary BLACK PANTHER epic, the sensational first meeting of Moon Girl
and Devil Dinosaur, and a stunning gallery of Ernanda Souza's Black History
Month variant covers!
THE MONEY PIT®, hosted by Tom Kraeutler and Leslie Segrete, is a syndicated
home improvement call-in radio program that airs every weekend all over North
America on more than 200 stations, as well as on XM Satellite Radio. Tom and
Leslie give homeowners like you real information on how to get things done the
right way by alerting you to what you need to know before you start a project.
Room by room, Tom and Leslie share their extensive experience in home
improvement, decorating, and remodeling in kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms,
family spaces, basements, and laundry rooms. They tell you secrets about
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lowering your energy bills. They've got great ideas about curb appeal and making
exterior maintenance easier. And they give the best counsel anywhere on home
safety and security, insurance, and preparing your home for sale. Before you
start your next project, get advice from Tom and Leslie.
In the first book written specifically for the 11 million divorced Catholics in the
United States, Lisa Duffy—CatholicMatch.com columnist and creator of the
“Journey of Hope” divorce recovery program—combines personal experience,
Church teaching, and more than twenty years of ministering to those wounded by
divorce to offer a guide that shows how faith can be a catalyst for healthy dating
and relationships. Encouraging yet forthright, The Catholic Guide to Dating After
Divorce offers sound advice to anyone who has experienced the deflating effects
of divorce, but is not ready to give up on love. Affirming the universal need for
intimacy, Duffy—a relationship expert, CatholicMatch.com columnist, and creator
of the "Journey of Hope" divorce recovery program—shows how faith can be a
catalyst for healthy relationships, helping to identify and uproot emotionally
harmful habits and boosting authenticity and confidence. Duffy identifies five
essential characteristics of spiritually healthy people—being available,
affectionate, communicative, faithful, and magnanimous—and shows how
cultivating these qualities can bring out the best, most confident, and most
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attractive version of anyone. Quizzes, journaling questions, and action steps will
help the reader grow in these areas. The book concludes with an appendix on
resources for those who need help working through an annulment or who are in
need of other post-divorce resources.
This book is bible for beginning radio professionals: the complete, definitive guide
to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry. Not only will you
begin understand how each job at a radio station is best performed, you will learn
how it meshes with those of the rest of the radio station staff. If you are uncertain
of your career goals, this book provides a solid foundation in who does what,
when, and why. The Radio Station details all departments within a radio station.
Topics explained include satellite radio, Web radio, AM stereo, cable and
podcasting. Also, mergers and consolidation, future prospects, new digital
technologies. This edition is loaded with new illustrations, feature boxes and
quotes from industry pros, bringing it all together for the reader. Going strong
after 20 years The Radio Station is now in its eighth edition and long considered
the standard work on this audio medium. It remains a concise and candid guide
to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry, explaining the
functions performed successfully within every well-run station.
The #1 New York Times bestseller by Tom Brady, six-time Super Bowl champion and
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one of the NFL’s 100 Greatest Players of All Time. Revised, expanded, and updated,
the first book by Tampa Bay Buccaneers and former New England Patriots quarterback
Tom Brady—who continues to play at an elite level into his forties—a gorgeously
illustrated and deeply practical “athlete’s bible” that reveals Brady’s revolutionary
approach to enhanced quality of life and performance through recovery for athletes of
all abilities and ages. In this new edition of The TB12 Method, Tom Brady further
explains and details the revolutionary training, conditioning, and wellness system that
has kept him atop the NFL at an age when most players are deep into retirement.
Brady—along with the expert Body Coaches at TB12, the performance lifestyle brand he
cofounded in 2013—explain the principles and philosophies of pliability, a paradigmshifting fitness concept that focuses on a more natural, healthier way of exercising,
training, and living. Filled with lessons from Brady’s own training regimen, The TB12
Method provides step-by-step guidance on how develop and maintain one’s own peak
performance while dramatically decreasing injury risks. This illustrated, highly visual
manual also offers more effective approaches to functional strength & conditioning,
proper hydration, supplementation, cognitive fitness, restorative sleep, and nutritious,
easy-to-execute recipes to help readers fuel-up and recover. Brady steadfastly believes
that the TB12 approach has kept him competitive while extending his career, and that it
can make any athlete, male or female, in any sport and at any level achieve his or her
own peak performance. With instructions, drills, photos, in-depth case studies that
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Brady himself has used, along with personal anecdotes and experiences from his
legendary career, The TB12 Method gives you a better way to train and get results with
Tom Brady himself as living proof.
#1 New York Times Bestseller From the mind of basketball legend and Academy
Award–winning storyteller Kobe Bryant comes this radically original portrait of five
young basketball players, one enlightening coach, and the awesome transformative
power of the game. Filled with insights about the mental stamina and emotional clarity
that peak performance requires, this is an indispensable story for young athletes,
coaches, educators, and anyone interested in the astonishing potential of team sports
to unlock individual growth. THE GAME WILL NEVER BE THE SAME Magic doesn’t
seem possible for the West Bottom Badgers. They’re the lowest-ranked basketball
team in their league, and they live in the poorest neighborhood in Dren. Nobody
expects them to succeed at anything. Plus, every kid on the team has secret struggles
of his own. When a new coach named Professor Wizenard arrives on the first day of
training camp, the Badgers can’t explain the magical-seeming things they see and
hear. Every player experiences unique and strange visions—visions that challenge
everything they thought they knew about basketball, and about their lives and their
secrets off the court. To survive the increasingly intense ordeals of training, the
Badgers will need to take unimaginable risks, learn to trust their teammates, and
confront the darkness within themselves.
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There are hundreds of lives sown inside Pretty Little Mistakes, Heather McElhatton's
singularly spectacular, breathtakingly unique novel that has more than 150 possible
endings. You may end up in an opulent mansion or homeless down by the river; happily
married with your own corporation or alone and pecked to death by ducks in London; a
Zen master in Japan or morbidly obese in a trailer park. Is it destiny or decision that
controls our fate? You can't change your past and start over from scratch in real life—but
in Pretty Little Mistakes, you can! But be warned, choose wisely.
What, and who, are we working for? A thoughtful assessment on our current society
from “probably America’s most prominent Marxist economist” (The New York Times).
Capitalism as a system has spawned deepening economic crisis alongside its boughtand-paid-for political establishment. Neither serves the needs of our society. Whether it
is secure, well-paid, and meaningful jobs or a sustainable relationship with the natural
environment that we depend on, our society is not delivering the results people need
and deserve. One key cause for this intolerable state of affairs is the lack of genuine
democracy in our economy as well as in our politics. The solution requires the
institution of genuine economic democracy, starting with workers managing their own
workplaces, as the basis for a genuine political democracy. Here Richard D. Wolff lays
out a hopeful and concrete vision of how to make that possible, addressing the many
people who have concluded economic inequality and politics as usual can no longer be
tolerated and are looking for a concrete program of action. “Wolff’s constructive and
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innovative ideas suggest new and promising foundations for much more authentic
democracy and sustainable and equitable development, ideas that can be implemented
directly and carried forward. A very valuable contribution in troubled times.” —Noam
Chomsky, leading public intellectual and author of Hope and Prospects
An ancient breed from the Middle East region, the Kuvasz is hailed as one of Hungary's
fearless and courageous flock-guardian dogs. His large, muscular frame is enrobed in a
solid white, full, luxuriant coat. This powerful sheepdog cannot be excelled as a guard;
he's a self-motivated, thinking dog who lives to protect his family. His innate desire to
guard his herd extends to his family, and he's particularly fond and protective of
children. Author Nikki Moustaki has compiled a comprehensive and useful guide in this
Special Limited Edition dedicated to the Kuvasz, covering the breed's origins,
characteristics, the breed standard, showing and more. Guest authors and top
breeders, Connie Townsend and Bea Page have provided an extensive look at the
breed's history in the United States, highlighting the important dogs and breeders
responsible for the breed's progress here. This full-color volume also discusses topics
such as selection of a puppy, rearing the puppy, house-training and obedience lessons.
Keeping in mind the Kuvasz's unique temperament and high sensitivity to praise and
blame, the author instructs owners about the advantages of positive reinforcement in
training the breed. As strong-willed and independent as the Kuvasz is, he is still a quick
learner given the proper training. General maintenance, including feeding, grooming
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and exercise, is carefully considered, as is the preventive healthcare of the breed,
capably handled by Dr. Lowell Ackerman, covering parasite control, vaccinations,
infectious diseases, spay/neuter and much more.
HY in the world do I have a belly button? And WHAT in the world does it do? WHEN in
the world will my nose stop growing? And HOW in the world does my pee keep
flowing? The human body is a fascinating piece of machinery. It's full of mystery,
wonder and WOW. And it turns out, every single human on the planet has one! Join
Mindy Thomas and Guy Raz, hosts of the mega-popular Wow in the World podcast, as
they take you on a fact-filled adventure from your toes and your tongue to your brain
and your lungs. Featuring hilarious illustrations and filled with facts, jokes, photos,
quizzes and experiments, The How and Wow of the Human Body has everything you
need to better understand your own walking, talking, barfing, breathing, pooping body
of WOW!
National Bestseller “Students talk about Stewart D. Friedman, a management professor
at the Wharton School, with a mixture of earnest admiration, gratitude and rock star
adoration.” —New York Times In this national bestseller, Stew Friedman gives you the
tools you need to achieve “four-way wins”—improved performance in all domains of life:
work, home, community, and self. Friedman, celebrated professor and founding director
of the Wharton School’s Leadership Program and its Work/Life Integration Project,
explains how three simple yet potent principles—be real, be whole, and be
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innovative—can help you, no matter what your age or what you do for work, become a
better leader and have a richer life. In this engaging adaptation of his hands-on
Wharton course, he offers step-by-step instruction to help you create positive,
sustainable change in your world. This proven, programmatic method teaches you how
to produce stronger results at work, find clearer purpose, feel less stressed, strengthen
connections with the people who matter most to you, contribute further to important
causes, and gain greater support for your vision of your future. If you’re ready to learn
to lead in all parts of your life—this is the book for you. For a full array of Total
Leadership tips and tools, visit totalleadership.org. Also look for Stew Friedman’s book,
Leading the Life You Want, which builds on Total Leadership by profiling well-known
leaders—from Bruce Springsteen to Michelle Obama—who exemplify its principles and
demonstrate how success in your work is accomplished not at the expense of the rest
of your life, but as the result of meaningful attachments to all its parts.
From the New York Times bestselling author, pro skater, satellite radio star and host of
The Jason Ellis Show comes The Awesome Guide to Life, a hilarious follow-up full of
no-holds-barred advice to help you get the most out of life. Drawing from his own
experiences, Ellis offers the wisdom he's accumulated to help you handle any situation.
Laugh-out-loud funny, told in the irreverent voice that draws legions of fans to his radio
show, The Awesome Guide to Life teaches you how to create your signature look, how
to party, how get laid, how to maintain a relationship, how to pick up a hooker—and
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more. But to maximize the opportunities that life has to offer you have to have
confidence, Ellis argues—the confidence to define what you want, pursue your passion,
and make your dreams a reality. In The Awesome Guide to Life Jason Ellis shows you
how to develop the positive attitude you need to truly make things happen.

New York Times bestselling author, superstar comedian, and Hollywood box
office star Kevin Hart turns his immense talent to the written word by writing
some words. Some of those words include: the, a, for, above, and even even. Put
them together and you have a “hilarious but also heartfelt” (Elle) memoir on
survival, success, and the importance of believing in yourself. The question
you’re probably asking yourself right now is: What does Kevin Hart have that a
book also has? According to the three people who have seen Kevin Hart and a
book in the same room, the answer is clear: A book is compact. Kevin Hart is
compact. A book has a spine that holds it together. Kevin Hart has a spine that
holds him together. A book has a beginning. Kevin Hart’s life uniquely qualifies
him to write this book by also having a beginning. It begins in North Philadelphia.
He was born an accident, unwanted by his parents. His father was a drug addict
who was in and out of jail. His brother was a crack dealer and petty thief. And his
mother was overwhelmingly strict, beating him with belts, frying pans, and his
own toys. The odds, in short, were stacked against our young hero. But Kevin
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Hart, like Ernest Hemingway, J.K. Rowling, and Chocolate Droppa before him,
was able to defy the odds and turn it around. In his literary debut, he takes us on
a journey through what his life was, what it is today, and how he’s overcome
each challenge to become the man he is today. And that man happens to be the
biggest comedian in the world, with tours that sell out football stadiums and films
that have collectively grossed over $3.5 billion. He achieved this not just through
hard work, determination, and talent. “Hart is an incredibly magnetic storyteller,
on the page as he is onstage, and that’s what shines through [in this] genial,
entertaining guide to a life in comedy” (Kirkus Reviews).
War and the Presidency: Restoring the Republic from Congressional Failure
discusses the limited role for the presidency that our nation's founders envisioned
and its evolution into an out-of-control imperial position of power. Dr. Eland
concludes that the presidency has gained more power through congressional
timidity and abdication rather than through presidential overreach. The written
Constitution enshrined Congress as the dominant branch of government. Thus,
the dangerous imperial presidency is contingent and can be rolled back only with
a congressional reawakening. To get Congress to do this, the author suggests
ways in which internal congressional incentives can be changed to provide
motivation for a legislative pushback. The author also outlines important actions
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Congress could take in order to reign in executive power as well as structural
reforms that might limit the role of the imperial presidency.
Do you long to move from a dead-end job to pursue the calling that burns in your
heart? It may seem out of reach, reserved for a privileged few who are lucky
enough to have extraordinary talent or powerful connections. But the truth is, you
don't need legendary talent, an inherited fortune, or an inside track with
celebrities to find fulfillment in your career or meaning in your life. In From $6 an
Hour to a Million Dollar Dream, Cayman Kelly will show you how wise planning,
perseverance, and willingness to buck norms when necessary can empower
anyone to achieve happiness and success. Cayman Kelly tells the story of his
own unlikely rise to success as a multimedia professional and how the principles
that guided him can transform your life, too. From his humble beginnings as a
teenage volunteer at a radio station, he now has over twenty years of experience
as a voice artist and radio host, including his national show on Sirius XM Heart &
Soul. This practical and energizing book will show you how to: - Set goals, take
positive action, and begin building a network of support - Deal with the haters and
naysayers in your life - Properly define and understand success--and learn from
failure - Keep yourself sharp while avoiding stagnation and burnout - Stay true to
your own unique gifts and purpose At the end of each chapter, reflective
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questions and action steps will help you evaluate how these principles can
transform your personal career path. Order your copy today and chart your
course for success!
The march to the Trump presidency began in 1988, when Rush Limbaugh went
national. Brian Rosenwald charts the transformation of AM radio entertainers into
political kingmakers. By giving voice to the conservative base, they reshaped the
Republican Party and fostered demand for a president who sounded as
combative and hyperbolic as a talk show host.
This latest collection of essays by columnist and tlak show host, Father Jim
Lisante, provides lively discussion material for individuals and groups searching
for a Catholic response to contemporary issues.
From New York Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated talk radio
host Dave Ramsey comes the secret to how he grew a multimillion dollar
company from a card table in his living room. If you’re at all responsible for your
company’s success, you can’t just be a hard-charging entrepreneur or a
motivating, encouraging leader. You have to be both! Dave Ramsey, America’s
trusted voice on money and business, reveals the keys that grew his company
from a one-man show to a multimillion-dollar business—with no debt, low turnover,
and a company culture that earns it the “Best Place to Work” award year after
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year. This book presents Dave’s playbook for creating work that matters;
building an incredible group of passionate, empowered team members; and
winning the race with steady momentum that will roll over any obstacle.
Regardless of your business goals, you’ll discover that anyone can lead any
venture to unbelievable growth and prosperity through Dave’s common sense,
counterculture, EntreLeadership principles!
The “entertaining and enlightening” (Stephen King) final word on the genius and
mischief of the Ramones, told by the man who created the beat behind their
iconic music and lived to tell about it. When punk rock reared its spiky head in the
early seventies, Marc Bell had the best seat in the house. Already a young
veteran of the prototype American metal band Dust, Bell took residence in
artistic, seedy Lower Manhattan, where he played drums in bands that would
shape rock music for decades to come, including Wayne County, who pioneered
transsexual rock, and Richard Hell and the Voidoids, who directly inspired the
entire early British punk scene. If punk had royalty, in 1978 Marc became part of
it when he was knighted “Marky Ramone” by Johnny, Joey, and Dee Dee of the
iconoclastic Ramones. The band of tough misfits were a natural fit for Marky, who
dressed punk before there was punk, and who brought his “blitzkrieg” style of
drumming as well as the studio and stage experience the band needed to solidify
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its lineup. Together, they changed the world. But Marky Ramone changed, too.
The epic wear and tear of a dysfunctional group (and the Ramones were a step
beyond dysfunction) endlessly crisscrossing the country and the world in an
Econoline—practically a psychiatric ward on wheels—drove Marky from partying to
alcoholism. When his life started to look more out of control then Dee Dee’s, he
knew he had a problem. Marky left music in the mid-eighties to enter recovery
and eventually returned to help the Ramones finally receive their due as one of
the greatest and most influential bands of all time. Covering in unflinching detail
the cult film Rock ’N’ Roll High School to “I Wanna Be Sedated” to Marky’s
own struggles, Punk Rock Blitzkrieg is an authentic and always honest look at
the people who reinvented rock music, and not a moment too soon.
In the entire history of the United States of America, we've never elected a
woman as our president. And we've only had one president who was not a white
man. After working on two presidential campaigns (for Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton), MSNBC political analyst and SiriusXM host Zerlina Maxwell gained firsthand knowledge of everything liberals have been doing right over the past few
elections-and everything they are still doing wrong. Ultimately, these errors
worked in President Donald Trump's favor in 2016; he effectively ran a campaign
on white identity politics, successfully tapping into white male angst and
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resistance. In 2020, after the Democratic Party's most historically diverse pool of
presidential candidates finally dwindled down to Joe Biden, once again an older
white man, Maxwell has posed the ultimate question: what now, liberals? Fueled
by Maxwell's trademark wit and candor, The End of White Politics dismantles the
past and present problems of the Left, challenging everyone from scrappy, young
"Bernie Bros" to seasoned power players in the "Billionaire Boys' Club." No topic
is taboo; whether tackling the white privilege that enabled Mayor Pete Buttigieg's
presidential run, the controversial #HashtagActivism of the Millennial generation,
the massive individual donations that sway politicians toward maintaining the
status quo of income inequality, or the lingering racism that debilitated some
Democratic presidential contenders and cut their promising campaigns short,
Maxwell pulls no punches in her fierce critique. However, underlying all of these
individual issues, Maxwell argues that it's the "liberal-minded" party's struggle to
engage women and communities of color-and its preoccupation with catering to
the white, male working class-that threatens to be its most lethal shortfall. The
times-and the demographics-are changing, and in order for progressive politics to
prevail, we must acknowledge our shortcomings, take ownership of our flaws,
and do everything in our power to level the playing field for all Americans. The
End of White Politics shows exactly how and why progressives can lean into
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identity politics, empowering marginalized groups, and uniting under a common
vision that will benefit us all.
An exuberantly, hilariously irreverent guide to life from the hosts of Whatever with Alexis and
Jennifer and Whatever, Martha! No one tells it like it is quite like the Whatever duo of Alexis
Stewart and Jennifer Koppelman Hutt. Now they share their colorful commentary and edgy
common sense on every aspect of life, from food and eating ("Does Talking to Pop Tarts Mean
You're Crazy?") to fashion and grooming ("The Devil Wore Palazzo Pants") to cleaning and
organizing ("Not a Hoarder, Still a Slob"). You'll see it's okay not to measure up to
perfectionistic standards of behavior and achievement at home, at work, and in relationships.
Once you level with yourself and lighten up, life can be happier—and a hell of a lot more fun.
Tackles essential life issues—including sex and dating, weight loss and body issues, marriage
and relationships, cooking and kitchenphobia, and more Shares Alexis and Jennifer's
outrageously funny and honest stories and surprisingly helpful advice Reveals Alexis and
Jennifer's deepest, darkest personality quirks Shows the importance of self-acceptance,
complete honesty, and a wicked sense of humor So what if you're not perfect—whatever! Get
the real-deal advice of Alexis and Jennifer in Whateverland. It's definitely not your mother's selfhelp book.
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important decisions in our
lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden brain decides whom we fall in love with and
whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate and convict the dark-skinned
defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less than the man doing the same job. It can
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direct us to safety when disaster strikes and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it
can also be manipulated to turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of
bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar Vedantam
journeys through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral science to
uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices we make as
individuals and as a society. Filled with fascinating characters, dramatic storytelling, and
cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing exploration of the secrets our brains keep from
us—and how they are revealed.
Donald Trump won election as the 45th President of the United States by studying American
political stagecraft and learning what helped previous candidates succeed and doomed others
to failure. A figure on the periphery of campaigns for decades, he glided down the Trump
Tower escalator on June 16, 2015, declared his candidacy and took his place, permanently, as
an actor in the country’s greatest spectacle. Twenty-eight years earlier, at the dawn of what
Josh King calls “The Age of Optics” in OFF SCRIPT: An Advance Man’s Guide to White
House Stagecraft, Campaign Spectacle and Political Suicide, Trump began to position himself
for his eventual run for the Oval Office. Pictured at the foot of that same gilded escalator, he
posed at the foot of that same escalator for a cover story profile in TIME magazine. “This Man
May Turn You Green With Envy—Or Just Turn You Off,” read the first part of TIME’s headline
in January 1989. “Flaunting It is the Game, and TRUMP is the name,” the headline concluded.
The cover story came just after Massachusetts Governor Mike Dukakis lost in a landslide to
Vice President George H.W. Bush, in part because Dukakis made the disastrous decision to
ride in an M1A1 Abrams tank in Sterling Heights, Michigan less than two months before the
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election. Why did Dukakis make that ride, and why was it so deadly? Indeed, in each election
that followed, why did George Bush, Bob Dole, Al Gore, John Kerry, John McCain and Mitt
Romney make similar mistakes that cost them dearly at the polls? These are the questions that
Josh King answers in OFF SCRIPT. King, who served as Director of Production in Bill
Clinton’s White House and later was host of SiriusXM Satellite Radio’s long-running
“Polioptics: The Theater of Politics,” brings readers on a wild ride over the last thirty years of
the Age of Optics, from Ronald Reagan’s mastery of image to Barack Obama’s “Vanilla
Presidency” to, ultimately, the faceoff between Hillary Clinton and Trump. As one of the White
House’s most creative “advance men,” skilled at employing the tools to tell help tell the
president’s daily story, and creating the scenes that the media can’t resist turning into news
packages and front page photos, King pulls back the curtain on the behind-the-scenes
alchemy of political stagecraft. King’s personal account, in-depth interviews, and detail-rich
stories, and his unique angle on what drives headlines, makes news, and wins elections will
serve as an indispensible companion to those keeping a close eye on the Trump presidency.
From a legendary music journalist with four decades of unprecedented access, an insider’s
behind-the-scenes look at the major personalities of rock and roll. Lisa Robinson has
interviewed the biggest names in music—including Led Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones, John
Lennon, Patti Smith, U2, Eminem, Lady Gaga, Jay Z, and Kanye West. She visited the
teenage Michael Jackson many times at his Encino home. She spent hours talking to John
Lennon at his Dakota apartment—and in recording studios just weeks before his murder. She
introduced David Bowie to Lou Reed at a private dinner in a Manhattan restaurant, helped the
Clash and Elvis Costello get their record deals, was with the Rolling Stones on their jet during
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a frightening storm, and was mid-flight with Led Zeppelin when their tour manager pulled out a
gun. A pioneering female journalist in an exclusive boys’ club, Lisa Robinson is a preeminent
authority on the personalities and influences that have shaped the music world; she has been
recognized as rock journalism’s ultimate insider. A keenly observed and lovingly recounted
look back on years spent with countless musicians backstage, after-hours, and on the road,
There Goes Gravity documents a lifetime of riveting stories, told together here for the first time.
Don’t settle . . . SUCCEED in the right career! Are you stuck in an unsatisfying job? In the
wrong profession? An industry that just isn’t a fit? Get unstuck! Land a new career—one you’re
genuinely passionate about. Switchers helps you realize that dream. Written by celebrated
career coach and psychologist Dr. Dawn Graham, the book provides proven strategies that will
get you where you want to go. The first step is to recognize that the usual rules and job search
tools won’t work for you. Resumes and job boards were designed with traditional applicants in
mind. As a career switcher, you have to go beyond the basics, using tactics tailor-made to
ensure your candidacy stands out. The book reveals how to: Understand the concerns of hiring
managers—and think like they do • Craft a resume that catches their attention within six
seconds • Spotlight transferable skills that companies covet • Rebrand yourself—aligning your
professional identity with your new aspirations • Reach decision-makers by recruiting
“ambassadors” from within your network • Nail interviews by turning tough questions to your
advantage • Convince skeptical employers to shelve their assumptions and take a chance on
you • Negotiate a competitive salary and benefits package—even as a “newbie” to the field
Career changers face unique challenges that demand fresh approaches. Packed with
psychological insights, practical exercises, and inspiring success stories, Switchers helps you
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leap over obstacles and into a whole new field. Want to pull off the most daring—and
fulfilling—career move of your life? Read Switchers.
Radically alter the impact of your advertising by changing your mindset Beyond Advertising
offers concrete advice for actions to take and mindsets to adopt that will radically alter the
impact of advertising—both for advertising professionals and target audiences. An ambitious
book with insight from over 200 leading executives, innovators, and academics, this text paints
a picture of what the future of advertising may look like by 2020. Most importantly, it provides
concrete guidance regarding the changes you can make to your approach in order to thrive in
an evolving industry, and explains what you can do differently now to create effective
advertising across all consumer touchpoints. Advertising relies upon the engagement of target
audience members to be successful, and achieving this engagement is becoming both easier
and more difficult as communication channels change to keep up with the latest technology.
Retaining a dynamic, flexible approach to advertising—and understanding where to make
changes to your methods—is the only way to stay relevant in such a quickly moving industry.
Visualize the evolution of the advertising industry, and understand how it may change in the
coming decade Avoid the mistake of failing to change your approach to advertising as the
industry evolves Identify the concrete actions you can take right now to improve your results
Discover the RAVES method of advertising Beyond Advertising is a forward-thinking text that
every advertising professional needs to maintain a level of relevancy as the industry continues
to evolve.
From the duo behind the massively successful and award-winning podcast Stuff You Should
Know comes an unexpected look at things you thought you knew. Josh Clark and Chuck
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Bryant started the podcast Stuff You Should Know back in 2008 because they were
curious—curious about the world around them, curious about what they might have missed in
their formal educations, and curious to dig deeper on stuff they thought they understood. As it
turns out, they aren't the only curious ones. They've since amassed a rabid fan base, making
Stuff You Should Know one of the most popular podcasts in the world. Armed with their
inquisitive natures and a passion for sharing, they uncover the weird, fascinating, delightful, or
unexpected elements of a wide variety of topics. The pair have now taken their near-boundless
"whys" and "hows" from your earbuds to the pages of a book for the first time—featuring a
completely new array of subjects that they’ve long wondered about and wanted to explore.
Each chapter is further embellished with snappy visual material to allow for rabbit-hole
tangents and digressions—including charts, illustrations, sidebars, and footnotes. Follow along
as the two dig into the underlying stories of everything from the origin of Murphy beds, to the
history of facial hair, to the psychology of being lost. Have you ever wondered about the world
around you, and wished to see the magic in everyday things? Come get curious with Stuff You
Should Know. With Josh and Chuck as your guide, there’s something interesting about
everything (...except maybe jackhammers).
When Jon Gruden asks his Tampa Bay Bucs, "Do you love football?!" it's to remind them why
they pull on their shoulder pads every Sunday morning. It's not about the money or the fame;
it's about their passion for what they do. And passion is something that has fueled Gruden's
entire career. From his college playing days and his climb through the coaching ranks -- from
college to assistant coaching jobs with the NFL's elite teams, to his first head coach job with
the Oakland Raiders, and finally, with the Tampa Bay Bucs -- his meteoric rise is unparalleled.
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Underneath it all, though, he's just a humble, hardworking, no-nonsense guy who has no
hobbies: "I'm not a scratch golfer. I don't know how to bowl. I can't read the stock market. Hell,
I have a hard time remembering my wife's cell phone number. But I can call 'Flip Right Double
X Jet 36 Counter Naked Waggle at 7 X Quarter' in my sleep." Now, in this motivational memoir,
Gruden provides insight into what makes him tick. Do You Love Football?! is an intimate look
at his life as a player, coach, and head coach, as well as the principles that have made him the
hottest coach in the NFL.
Declare God's Word in your life every day with insightful reflection, relevant Scripture, and
space for your own thoughts and revelations in this helpful companion guide from Lakewood
Church pastor Joel Osteen. Words have power. Whenever we speak something either good or
bad, we give life to what we are saying. In his bestselling book, I Declare, Pastor Joel Osteen
reveals 31 declarations that can bring God's favor and blessing to the reader's life in a greater
way. Now, Joel Osteen offers a practical tool that will help ensure that what you say about
yourself and others are positive, inspiring, and encouraging. In this personal application guide,
you will also see how God helps you see His favor and blessings every day. So if you want to
know what life will be like five years from now, take this faithful companion in hand, and begin
the next 31 days with the only One who has the power to bless the future.
As entertaining as it is educational, Radio: The Book is a must-have guide to success for
anyone interested in a career in radio. Providing a wealth of information and relating his own
personal experiences, veteran radio personality, Program Director and Programming
Consultant Steve Warren shares trade secrets and industry know-how that would usually take
years to accumulate through experience. An invaluable advantage over your competition, this
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"cheat-sheet" for the radio programmer includes practical advice regarding: ·Radio as a
career--from tips on getting started to job negotiations ·Programming--talk radio and music,
from format science to picking the hits ·Relationships with listeners--everything from staying in
touch with your audience to public image ·Branding, marketing, and advertising the radio
station ·Research--music tests, audience analysis, ratings, and more ·Practical information
about management policies ·Radio realities--information on rules and regulations This latest
edition has been updated to include: ·Important updates on an ever-evolving field ·Essential
forms for radio station functions--production orders, personnel files, absentee reports, PSA
schedules, format clocks, remote schedule, and more.to be accompanied by an on-line section
of electronic forms for convenience ·Ideas for successfully programming in new radio formats
like satellite, internet, and cable In such a competitive industry where formal training can be
hard to come by, Radio: The Book, 4e, is a short-cut to the fast track for current and future
programmers and program directors. With an active radio broadcast career that is still
exploring new ideas following s more than forty years at some of America's most prestigious
radio stations (including WNBC, WHN, WNEW, and CBS radio), Steve Warren is more than
qualified to mentor readers. Steve has competed successfully in all music formats from Easy
Listening to Country to Top 40 to Oldies, always putting the listener first and now, putting you
first.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Grammy Award–nominated, platinum-selling musician
Halsey is heralded as one of the most compelling voices of her generation. In I Would Leave
Me If I Could, she reveals never-before-seen poetry of longing, love, and the nuances of
bipolar disorder. In this debut collection, Halsey bares her soul. Bringing the same artistry
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found in her lyrics, Halsey’s poems delve into the highs and lows of doomed relationships,
family ties, sexuality, and mental illness. More hand grenades than confessions, these
autobiographical poems explore and dismantle conventional notions of what it means to be a
feminist in search of power. Masterful as it is raw, passionate, and profound, I Would Leave Me
If I Could signals the arrival of an essential voice. Book cover painting, American Woman, by
the author.
Everything clinicians need to know about the emotional well-being of kids. With the number
and type of mental health issues in kids on the rise, and as more and more clinicians and
counselors are being pushed to the front lines of defense, now more than ever there is a need
for a comprehensive, practical resource that guides professionals through the complexities of
child and adolescent mental health. This practical, comprehensive book answers that call.
Mad World is a highly entertaining oral history that celebrates the New Wave music
phenomenon of the 1980s via new interviews with 35 of the most notable artists of the period.
Each chapter begins with a discussion of their most popular song but leads to stories of their
history and place in the scene, ultimately painting a vivid picture of this colorful, idiosyncratic
time. Mixtape suggestions, fashion sidebars, and quotes from famous contemporary admirers
help fill out the fun. Participants include members of Duran Duran, New Order, The Smiths,
Tears for Fears, Adam Ant, Echo and the Bunnymen, Devo, ABC, Spandau Ballet, A Flock of
Seagulls, Thompson Twins, and INXS.
In this surprising and moving memoir, the legendary rap star and cofounder of Run D.M.C.
keeps it a hundred percent, speaking out about his battle with depression and overcoming
suicidal thoughts—one of the most devastating yet little known health issues plaguing the black
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community today. As one third of the legendary rap group Run D.M.C., Darryl “DMC”
McDaniels—aka Legendary MC, The Devastating Mic Controller, and the King of Rock—had it
all: talent, money, fame, prestige. While hitting #1 on the Billboard charts was exhilarating, the
group’s success soon became overwhelming. A creative guy who enjoyed being at home
alone or with his family, DMC turned to alcohol to numb himself, a retreat that became an
addiction. For years, he went through the motions. But in 1997, when intoxication could no
longer keep the pain at bay, he plunged into severe depression and became suicidal. He
wasn’t alone. During the same period, suicide became the number three leading cause of
death among black people—a health crisis that continues to this day. In this riveting memoir,
DMC speaks openly about his emotional and psychological struggles and the impact on his
life, and addresses the many reasons that led him—and thousands of others—to consider
suicide. Some of the factors include not being true to who you are, feelings of loneliness,
isolation, and alienation, and a lack of understanding and support from friends and family when
it’s needed most. He also provides essential information on resources for getting help.
Revealing how even the most successful people can suffer from depression, DMC offers
inspiration for everyone in pain—information and insight that he hopes can help save other
lives.
FEATURING A FOREWORD BY COREY TAYLOR OF SLIPKNOT For lack of a better term,
Lou Brutus is a "Professional Music Fan." He lives the dream of millions by traveling the Earth
attending concerts and interviewing rock stars. He's spent his life blasting tunes on the radio,
becoming the first to play all of your favorite bands, and gaining access to literally thousands of
music events. There is no one in the media who has seen more shows or conducted more onPage 31/33
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site interviews than Lou. Sonic Warrior is a collection of insane-but-true stories from the career
of Rock Radio legend Lou Brutus. Each chapter is a separate tale that careens around his 40+
years of covering concerts, interviewing music's biggest stars, and influencing generations of
radio listeners. Starting with the first show he attended (Black Sabbath at New York City's
Madison Square Garden in December 1976, where he threw up Boone's Farm Strawberry
Wine all over his older sister's boyfriend) and continuing to the present day (where he doesn't
puke as much). Stops along the way include Live Aid in Philadelphia (where he threw up on
the entire crowd from a helicopter), the Arctic (where he didn't throw up on anyone but did get
in a mosh pit with the native Inuit villagers as Metallica performed a song about sodomizing a
goat), Live Earth in London (where he chugged ale with Spinal Tap's "Stonehenge" dwarfs and
almost threw up), and the New Jersey Turnpike (where the tour bus he was traveling in ran
over a guy, which is much worse than throwing up). Whether having his life energy drained
through the palm of his hand by Keith Richards of The Rolling Stones, watching cocaine get
snorted off a stripper's ass in Pantera's dressing room, or drooling in his own lap after smoking
some kind of mutant mind warp demon weed with Snoop Dogg, Brutus gives a hilariously
unvarnished look at the realities of the music industry from his fly-on-the-wall, "I'm just the guy
here to interview the band" vantage point. The book also features a Foreword by his friend
Corey Taylor, Grammy Award winning singer for Slipknot and Stone Sour, as well as an
original illustration for each chapter by artist Alan MacBain.
Series of short stories. This collection consists of the typescripts of ten short stories written by
Isabel Scott Rorick, which were then published as the book Mr. and Mrs. Cugat: The Record of
a Happy Marriage. This novel was the basis of the radio program My Favorite Husband, which
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was later reworked into the television series I Love Lucy.
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